"Don 't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—«
because, like democracy and
freedom, many people you 'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to get
it for you."—Alice Duer Miller

IT'S
COMING!

: tr-C7

Famous Violinist Returns
For Second Colby Concert

Applications Due
For ,.Next . Year's
Senior Scholars
A repeat performance will be featured at the next Averill Lecture

For the third year, ' the Senior

series, Friday, March 11, when Mr. Giovanni Bagarotti, delebrated Scholar program will be continued
as a limited curriculum ' for outviolinist, returns to Colby for his second concert.

standing .senior students. The proMr. Bagarotti, acclaimed by critgram,
is . administered by the Comics as "the best interpreter of Momittee
on Senior Scholars. . .
zart," appeared here as a soloist at
'
A
Senior
Scholar shall pursue
the dedication of the Lorimer Chapthroughout his senior year a proel in 1950, playing the Haydn Concerto in B. Flat. The artist has been The offices of the Dean ;of Men ject or course of study ' for which he
brought to Oolby flhr6ugh the Arts and the Dean of Women have re- shall receive academic credit equal
Program of the Association of .Am- leased to the ECHO the lists of all to two, two and one-half, or three
year courses. The proposed proerican Colleges.
students making an average of: 85
Mrr Baga-rotti's program will con- or higher for the first semester of gram shall be selected by the student with the approval of the chairsist of . the following numbers : the 'school.. year 1954-1955.
man of the department in which the
"Grave," by .Bach-Kreisler ; "ConMEN'S DIVISION: Class of 1955 student is majoring (-or his .advisor
certo in D Major," .which Mozart
Gildo T. Alfano, Milton, Mass ; in the case of combined majors ) and
composed at the age of ten ; "SenaH. Ridgeley Bullock, Ardmore, of the faculty member (s) under
te," and "La Mile Aux Cheveaux
Penn. ;
Continued on Page Two
de Lin," hy Debussy ; "Sonata in A
George P. Dinnerman, Newark,
Major ," by Jlranck ; "Ma'laguena,"
N. J.;
by Albeniz-Kreisler ; and "La Vida
Edward R. Duoharme, WaterBreve de Falia" by Ereisler. Aeville, ' Me. ;
cpmpaniament will be by the artist's
John A. Dutton, Newton, Mass. ;
wife, Marta..
Ronald D. Francis, Fairfield,
The violinist was born" in SwitzMe. ;
erland of Italian parents and began
Robert A . Hale, Portland, Conn. ;
to study music as a small child. In
Harold R. Jurgens, Thiells, N.Y.
"Forces and Men Shaping the
1942 he wa-s appointed professor of
Phillip Kilmister, Concord, N. H. Middle Ea;sb Today " will be Simon
violin at the Conservatoire de LauVictor John Ladetto, No.'Dart- Malley's Gabrielson Lecture topic
sanne. Critics ranked Mr. Bagarotmouth, • Mass.
on March 10, the fourth such lecti as a Mozart specialist for the
John E. Mackiin, Norridgewock, ture in the 1955 series.
lightness and delicacy of his tone
Maine
Mr. Malley, born in Cairo in 1923,
and finely persuasive style in his
Charles W. Macomber, Augusta, has studied at several Egyptian uniinterpretation of the composer's
Maine
versities and at the Sorbourne, and
works.' An entire repertoire of these
Arthur Marchand, Jr., Fall Riv- is currently working for his Ph . D.
works was performed by Mr. Bagaer, Mass.
at the New York University.
rotti with the Orchestra Colonne in • Nathan R. Miller, Caribou, Me.
From 1940-'46, Mr. Malley was
Paris and f with orchestras .in Spain, . ,- Peter TB.f OraimY Garden City,. the city editor of the daily paper,
Portugal and England.
N. Y.
•
"Le Progress Egyptian" of Cairo.
¦
Both Mr. Bagarotti and his AmContinued on Page Two
From that position he went on to
erioan-born wife came to the United
act as liason between the Egyptian
class of 1956 as president, with press and the American Press secBob Raymond , Tau Delt, vice presi- tion for the American Embassy in
dent ; Christine Layer, Tri Delt, Cairo. Since 1949 he has acted
secretary and Kathy McConaughy, as a United Nations and American
Tri Delt, treasurer.
correspondent for eight Egyptian
The sophomore vote ended in a newspapers and last year was electtie between Bill Saladino, Phi Delt, ed as an executive member of the
and • Charlie Twigg, LOA, for pres- United Nations Correspondents Asident. Other officers are Doug sociations, which is composed of 200
Gates , LOA, vice president , Janet regular UN eorrespondents.
Kimball , Tri Delt , secretary, and . Mr. Malley has travelled a groat
Toni Cuinoi, Sigma Eiappa , treas- deal thru the Middle East in conurer .
nection with his work and has been,
Bruce Blanchard, LCA -pledge , therefore, able to keep in close con'leads the freshman class as presi- tact with the political, economic and
dent with George Stetson , vice pres- social happenings in that area. ., He
ident , Louise Mullin , Tri Delt has also contributed articles to numpledge,- secretary, and Beryl Scott, erous American publications and
journals.
Tri Dolt pledge , treasurer , f

85 Women, 44 Men
Make Dean's List

J ohn Curtis, Woody Winslow, and Ernie Flick prepare a trial cut-out
to be used, in the P&W sponso red contest tomorrow night.

Sororities Participate
In Campus Chest Show
Life Magazine carried a story in
November about the Venus cutout
contest originated by the Kappa
Sigma fraternity of Universityy^of
New Mexico'. Tomorrow night CoU
by students will see the Northeastern version of this beauty contest
When Powder and Wig presents its
All Girls Beauty, Brains and Brawn
Competition. Conducted as a benefit for Campus Chest, all the money
taken in will be given to Campus
Chest, P&W footing any expenses
incurted in production.
The four sororities will enter a
team to 'participate in each category. . Accumulating points for placing in each event, each sorority will
be striving to gain the grand team
total for the evening and thus earn
the loving cup. : First on the list
of matches will be . the all round
Following, tho
beauty contest.
girls will try to fit tlie Mass Venus
cutout. Beautiful legs and ankles
comprises the prerequisites for tho
next section.

Benefactress Of
Wales Cotiirts Dies
Mrs. Edna McClymonds Wales,
Colby benefactress to whom we owe
our battery of . fourteen tennis
courts, died on February third at
the age of 75. '
The Ohio-born civic and social
leader, with' an interest in the development of the new and expanding
Mayf lowei' Hill campus, gave the
courts in memory of her , son Walter
M. Wales, who was himself a tennis
enthusiast, and was killed in action
in Sicily during World War II.

Mrs. Wales is especially remembered for her many contributions to
civic projects, both in the manner
of serving iri high positions in social
and s welfare organizations and by
giving generous financial donations
toward tho construction of a YWCA
Turning to another side of female building and a , city hospital in Mas'
attributes , the judges will be pro- sillon , Ohio.
nouncing their verdict as to the winFor the past 20' years , Mrs. Wales
ner of a. tug-of-war. Also included had made her homo in Northport ,
in tho program is tho unique pastime Maine. A granddaughter , Lea
of chug-a-lugging . ..milk from baby Ohaso, is now a member of tho Class
bottles. When'this ' ability has suc- of. 1958 at Oolby. ' . ¦ •
cessfully boon determined, attention will be coneenti'&ted on tho
girls ' skill to win wheelbarrow, egg
and spoon and relay races. As a,
grand finalo , each sorority • will
chooso tho quia kids from within ita
ranks to compete in the intelligence
contest which will bo conducted in a ¦
On Monday, March 7th at 7 :00
simila/r fashion to ..'Walt Kelly 's
!. M., tho French Club will moot
P
radio school.

Philologist Group
Presents Hernani

In addition to the team trophy,
an individual trophy will be awarded to tho girl earning the largest
number of points in tho first three

events, Servting
, as judges for this
¦
I.
y
' *
co-jod campus competition wilT
bo
rnalo facility members* representing
nearly oyory dc(partm©»i>. .' :¦: ¦¦ '¦
Tiolcts at ( tho price of 25 cents
will go on sale; outsido tho Spa to*
day and may oteo l>o purchased iit
tho door ' tomorrow nighrt. Oartain
timo will bo 7 <80 P.M.

UN Corres pondent
To Discuss Polic y

in the Far East

Giovanni Bagarotti
States in 1949. After his debut
with the philharmonic * Symphony
Orchestra under Pierre Monteaux,
the violinist gave a Town Hall concert assisted by a chamber orchestra . His pkying of all the Mozart
violin concertos with an orchestra
created unusual interest in Now
York because it was tlio first timo
the entire oyolo had boon played in
America.

Officers Elected
For All Classes

in Smith Loxingo. President Botty
Illsloy will preside over the business inoeting after which the club
vv'ill present Victor Hugo's oloalc
and dagger thriller, "Ilornani. " The Tho Glass officers for 19BB-'B6
pky was firsiprosontod ia 1830, and \v,oro announced hy Charlie Macomtlio Fronoli Olub is attempting to ber, President ' of Student GovernDance hold
rooroato that presentation authority ment, at , tho All-Collogo
¦
i
24
February
.
oally. Tho oast h hoadod by Maroia
Jebb in 'tho title rolo. Sue Frank- The class pi71955 has an its offilin plays Don(a Sol j Marilyn Faddis;. cers Goorgo , Dinnorman , Tau Delt,
AD Pi,
B^'^rios y y^ ;, and Betty ' Waloyi" president;f.^^
7f
.vice/proiuiioti^
'
Tri
70oflWino8
'
Q<>m^»!B.
Do^jfRfuy s '
and
^
'
Do
l
t
,
soorotaryy
Sicl
IParr
LOA
;
jiro:
a
n4
,
,
being
supplied
by Powdor
'
#r$>s
and We. Uofroshtnpnts will bo treasurer.
norvod and all students aro invited,
John Jubiftsky, DKE, heads tho

Presidents of 'rf assesxat ">&qlb yjf ire , ~~ seated^, iSbjt>/i^ip'r<j . />rei^en(!
Saladip o, ,Senidr president Dinnerman, J unior president J ubinshy.
Standing, second row, Twigg,who tied wiih Saladin o for Sophomore
president and Freshman p resident Blanchard.

Judith La/wson, Cranston, R. I
Erika Lind, Waterville, Me.
Mary MeCullum, Augusta, Me.
Ruth McDonald, Portland, Me.
R. Patricia McDonald, Stone
ham, Mass.
Anne Mandelbaum, Hanover, N
H.
Beverly Mosetbig, Melrose, Mass
Barbara Restall, Melrose, Mass
Elinor Small, Freeport, Me.

DEAN'S LIST
Continued from Page One
Joseph A. Perham , West Paris,
Me.
Arlie R. Porath , Augusta, Me.
John N. Reisman, Westport,
Conn.
David L. Roberts, Portland, Me.
Bruce M. Sullivan, West Hempsted, N. Y . Ronald R. Swanson , 'West
Bridgewater, Mass.
David A. Ward, Dedham, Mass.
CLASS OF 1956 :
E . John Ghatfield, Newton,
Mass.
Justin A. Cross, Rockland, Me.
Peter B. DalPozzol, Torfington,
/Conn.
Forrest R. Goodall, Castletonon Hudson, N. Y.
,
Norman P. Gould, Fairfield, Me.
Artlmr B. Goyette, Berlin, N. H.
M. Theodore Margolis, Beverly,
Mass. •
Warren B. Southworth, Hopedale, Mass.
David N. Van Allen, Durham,
N . H.

CLASS OF 1956

CLASS OF 1957
Walter C. Dainwood, La Mesa,
Calif.
Gordon D. Daugharty, Jr., Birmingham, Mich.
Carl L. Grosgoth, Oranston, R.I.
Kyoichi Haruta, Tokyo, Japan
E. Glenn Isaacson, New York,
N. Y.
John G. Koehler, Jr., Cranston,
R. I.
Peter Merrill, Augusta, Me.
Malcolm Remington, Westport,
Conn.
CLASS OF 1958
David L. Adams, Orono, Me.
Burton M. Angrist, Jamaica, N.
Y.
Leigh B. Bangs, Reading, Mass.
James R. Keddy, Milton , Mass.
Gedeon G. Picher, Waterville,
Me.
WOMEN'S DIVISION
Class Of 1955
Beverly M. Aikman, Ghappaqua,
N. Y.
Jane 0. Bull, Gardiner, Me.
Helen S. Chambers, New Bed'ford, Miass.
Shirley Ooatsworth, Cross River,
N . Y.
Mary Gutter, Birmingham, N.Y.
Ann Eilertson , Bayside, N. Y.
Miargaret Grant, Houlton, Me.
Rita Hamilton, Dallas, Texas
Katherine Hartwell, Lancaster,
Penn.
*
Margaret Hot/tie, Portland, Me.
F. Elizabeth Elsley, Belmont,
Mass.
Olga Jaroszewicz, New Bruns-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
¦¦

i

Vashti Boddie, Baltimore, Md.
Nancy Carroll, Old Greenwich,
• Conn.
Patricia Coffin , Brunswick, Me.
A. Barbara Duer, Ventnor City,
N . J.
Joyce Frazier, Reading, Mass.
Joan Hagan Atwood, Georgetown, Me.
Joan Harlowe, East Providence,
R. I.
Patricia Hennings, Mt. Clemens,
Mich.
Hilah Lende, Los Angeles, Calif.
Kathleen McConaughy, Dayton,
Ohio
Patricia McCormack, Port Washington ,. N. Y.
Martha McCorison, Ohappaqua,
¦N. Y. .
Nancy McLeod, Wynnewood, Pa.
Susan Miller, Darien , Conn.
Yvonne Noble, Finleyville, Pa. Cadet Col. J ohn button presents honorary Cadet Colonelcy to Queen J anice Vaug hn. Left to right ,
Yvonne Nelson, Westfield, N . J. J udy Merrill , Eleanor Gray, J anice Vaug hn, Barbara Neuhall, and J ean Manley.
Jean W. Pratt, Westfield, Me.
No minimum academic standing
APPLICATIONS DUE
Laura Neuhaus, Pleasantvalle,
Barbara 'Preston, Oheyerly, Md.
is
set for applicants, but students
Continued
from
Page
One
N. Y.
Eleanor Reig, Orange, Mass.
sieleoted
nrast have demonstrated
to
whose
supervision
the
program
is
Rebecca Rowe, Dover-Foxcroft,
Elizabeth Powers, East Milliacademic
ability and shown promise
of
be
carried
out.
A
description
Me.
nocket, Me.
'
of
ability
to pursue a program of
is
study
to
'
of
the
intended
course
Barbara Rubin, Westbury, N. Y.
Isobel Rafuse, Simtibury, Conn.
independent
work and investigation
be
submitted
as
part
of
the
stuRuthann ' Simmonds, Jefferson,
Eleanor Shorey, Ridgewood, N.J.
of
the
sort
described
in the applicaapplication.
dent's
'Me.
Shirley Transue, Avon, Conn .
tion.
Qualifications
will
be judged
The
selection
of
a
Senior
Scholar
Joanne Sturtevant, Livermore
CLASS
OF
1958
on
the.
basis
of
approval
of
the proand the . approval of his proposed
Falls, Me.
gra
m
separate
recommendations
by
,
June Belden, South Portland, program shall include the commitSusan Veghte, Colorado Springs,
tee's designation of the number of the chairman or advisor and other
Me. .
Colorado
course credits to be allowed for sat- members of the faculty, an interview
Hanover,
Ellen
Chase
Mary
W.
,
Naugatuck,
Charlotte Wood,
isfactory completion of the pro- by the Committee, and a review of
Mass.
Conn.
the student's record.
gram.
Me.
Yarmouth,
Albeita
Decker,
Foteni Xenakis, Haverhill, Mass.
Barbara Field, Manchester, Conn. In addition to the approved pro- Application forms may be obJean Gammie, Holyoke, Mass. gram, afSenior Scholar shall enroll tained from Prof. Raymond and
CLASS OF 1957
in such 'other courses as will permit must be returned to him by March
Suzanne GildaA, Bangor, Me.
Westport,
Nancy
Anderson,
Marcia Griggs,. Westport, Conn. him to satisfy the graduation re- 19. All applications must be apConn.
Mary Anne Knight, Riverton, quirements of the college, with the proved by the applicant's departEsther Bigelow, Beverly, Mass.
provision that certain requirements ment chairman or advisor and tutor.
N. J.
Joan Ohipman , Beaufort , N. 0.
N
J.
for completion of the major may be Further details are on the applicaPitman
Carol May,
, .
Beverly Colbroth, Concord, N.H.
Yarmouth
Me.
waived
by the department chairman tion form .
Helen Payson,
,
Eleanor Duckworth, Halifax,
Springfield,
or the major advisor.
Maroia Phillips,
Nova Sodtia
At the end of the first semester Notification of the names of the
Mass.
Elizabeth Elwell, West Buxton,
Gayle Schaeff , Sayville, N. Y. the Senior Scholar shall submit to students selected will be announced
Me.
Margaret Siebredht, Pleasant- the Committee a written progress at the Recognition Assembly in
Nancy Hansen , Bethesda, Md.
report;, signed by tho tutor and the May.
vflle . N . Y.
Joanne Kershaw, Sanford, Me.
The ComCynthia Tourtellot, North Scitu- department chairman.
Jocelyn Lary, W. Soarboro, Me.
mittee shall then determine whether ; Harold B. Berdeen
ate, R. I.
<
Mary K. La/wrance, Kingston,
Virginia True, Dover-Foxcroft, the student's work is s>atisfaOtory for
• Me.
Mass.
the work to be completed. If the i Job, Novelty and Social Printing ;
We Give You Service
J
j
.
Jano Maddocks, Fairfield, Me.
Shiela. Tunnock, . Greenwich, work is deemed unsatisfactory a \
Telephone 152
>
Jean Manley, Newton Centre,
miark shall be given for the semesConn.
92
Pleasant
St. Waterville, Me.
Mass.
Cecily von Heune, Woolwich, Me, ter 's work, ancl the student shall be
Linda Walton , Oakland , Me.
restored to regular standing for the
»i«>€_»o«_e»o«_»o«¦»M_»0W0«__.M_.0_-»O«_»o«_» ,?.
remainder of the year .
by Dick Blbta r
Near the end of the second semesi nn
n'
D a t s i' 3
j
ter there shall be sabmittd to the
Hot
Dog
and
j
Committee a complete and final reHamburg
port , approved by the tutor and
J1
H aven
department chairman or major adI
visor.
V ¦•¦»O««»0«_»O« -»O 4_-»C4--»0l___»Dt---»04g_»04__»O«__aH *2*
' «*
During the senior year the Senior -_ _
Scholar shall meet with his tutor
GIGUERE'S
bi-weekly or more frequently.
Barber Shop
When notified of his selection as
a Senior Scholar, a student shall be
and Beauty Parlor
provided with a complete list of tho
TEL. 680
140 MAIN ST.
"understandings" which shall govern his work and which must be
compiled with as a prerequisite to *?4M__»OtH»a4 --_»0«___->A4__»IH-_»n-_--»
'
the granting of academic credit for ,
"LAUNDERETTE" j
Your doctor will tell you -'-a tho work performed.
69 Wate r Street
j
NoDoz Awakcner is safe ns an
Tho solo qualification for applicaFastest Service
average cup of hot, black cof- tion; is to bo enrolled as a member
J
fee. Take a NoDoz Awakencr of tlio senior class according to the
in
Town
j
when you cram for that exam college rules on "class standing." !
¦*~-
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Cram min g
» for Exams?

Fight ^'Book Fati gue" Safely

... or when mid-a ftcrnoou
brings on those "3 o'clock cobwebs." You'll find NoDoz gjves
you a lift without a letdown...
helps you snap back to normal .
c
and fi ght fatigue safely 1

i5 ,o b,o,,-35c i?rc?.rR7w,0,„'5 98 c

BjlAj J M< I f Wg ' (
"I always write my term paper criticisms illegibly so the student won't
be able to take issue with what I say."

SAFE AS COFFEE

. »>«_ .„—o—o—o«->
»n—o—o—o—n—o..^ .
ommt mmU —o~ n ~<,m.«m-»~»-m«mm<,mm

NEW SHIPMENT

CHARCOAL
MEADOW SPUN

YARDGOODS CENTER

' ' -. I
m ¦: :;YA:M ^op
:
5 Silver Street ;
1

i

>ot__t-»o<_»n«_»u_»0
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Donor of Mineral Social Events...
Collection Dies

Colleges ^omote ?ne Matu re Blind
Thought Endeavor Or Mass Minds?

imentation, by7 which the ants and
bees have survived, is the key to a
high future.
During the past two weeks the
" America's success with large
Oolby women have been busily ocscale industry and mass production
A college ..ia many things. It is
Now education for maturity is the of goods for material comforts have Mrs. Herbert W. Haven , widow cupied with various activities. Most
an institution devoted directly to •direct antithesis of mass education. had an unfortunate effect on our of a Colby honorary graduate, died of their time this week has been dethe service of providing higher edu- The mature mind is the versatile schools, for we have tended to as- recently at her home in Portland. voted to the preparation of the
cation for young men and women one that is able to put all his pow- sume too quickly that similar meth- In her youth, Mrs. Haven attended booths of last night's Campus Chest
Who are qualified to benefit from ers in motion. Man's versatility, ods will work in the education of Portland schools , and graduated Fair.
its offerings. A college, is the pro- his mental, power to adapt and gen- young people. No ' right thinking from Bellows Private school. Her On Wednesday, February 23, the
duct of tradition, rooted in the eralize and create, is what has en- man will challenge our national am- husband, founder of the Haven A B Pi's held a Family Night Parpast, in the knowledge and wisdom abled him to survive, to rise above bition for ' equality ' of opportunity Candy Kitchens, was a self-taught ty, at which the sorority mothers
of the ages. It is also a laboratory the animals—in. short to. progress. for education, open to all young man who accomplished much despite honored their new daughters. Games
were enjoyed, and refreshments were
¦for analyzing ideas, old and neVv, Human versatility, and not the reg- people however they may differ
ih the fact that he never passed the served. A special feature
,
of the afand for adding to the body of knowtalenlts and aptitudes.
But to- sixth grade. Concentrating his inledge.' Its function is not merely in the realm of thought knowing mean anything, equality of oppor- terests in the fields of the natural fair was the taking of "family Pic,
to ' accept ibut to digest or reject , as that «orn<ple/te intellectual agree- tunity to education must be adapt- sciences, he was well versed in as- tures ," which included three or
the case might be. In a more infci- ment is difficult of attainment it ed to the individuals >fco be edu- tronomy, zoology, botany, and es- four generations of each "family."
,
•maJte sense, a' college is a personal- rejoices an the possibility of spirit- cated. Education is essentially dif- pecially in mineralogy. He estab- ¦The Sigmas had a Cookie Sale on
The cookies
ity, warm and inspiring behind its ual onen«ss or aliveness to all true ferent from other public services, ished an astronomical club in Port- Saturday, Feb. 26.
,
were
all
homemade
by
the
girls in
seemingly cold institutional walls. values &nrong men. . . .
like public parks or a miinidpal wait- land and was a member of the city's the sorority.
,
A Christian liberal arts college It is tie concern of our college to er system or a fire department, mineralogica/1 and geological olubs.
has additional responsibilities and promote an understanding of ideas, whose function 'is to provide a com- In 1947, Colby paid him tribute by On Wednesday evening of this
opportunities. It is charged not whether philosophical or scientific, mon service open to all on a uniform conferring an Honorary Master's week the Chi Omegas were privilged to hear a lecture by Mr. Fulonly with promoting knowledge, im- that have determined the direction basis . - Our national philosophy has Degree upon him.
lum
. American Folk Music was
portant as that is, but with inoulat- of human accomplishment to reveal paid insufficient attention to this Mr. Haven spent many y«ars ob;
Mr.
Fullum's topic.
ing ideals inherent in the Christian to students 'the problems and the basic difference; the nation has
taining a good-sized collection of Three of the sororities on campus
.
faith. It is therefore concerned with challenges of our 20th century world therefore not been hitting the bull's mineral specimens for display ; and
.
have recently held pledging cereboth the intellectual and the spirit- and to provide adequate under- eye of an optimum education for
upon his death in 1949, Mrs . Haven monies. The following girls
were
ual. "While it bears in mind the graduate preparation for the pro- each individual. Our trust in mass gave this colection to Colby. The
prevailing imperfection and disunity fessions such as teaching, the methods and ready talk a/bout stones of the Haven Collection are pledged to A D Pi on Tuesday, Feb.
,
22: Lois Munson , Marcia Griggs,
ministry, medicine, nursing, bus- new techniques of nj ass education from all over the world, but there Gail Allen , Polly Hoyt
and Elaine
WELCOM E Colby St udents! i iness engineering, law, journalism, have blinded us to the existence of
is a particularly good selection of Gorman. The Chi Omegas on Sun,
' Visit The
.
j social work, and other types of pub- Wide variations in- talents, tastes, Maine minerals. There are about
day, Feb. 28, pledged Lucia JohnBOB-IN
; lic service.
and capacities among individuals.
Some of son , Midge Reed, and Sara Stewart.
1,500 specimens in all.
Whatever one may think of these
Courtesy of Jamestown College.
for Lunches , Snacks , Dinners \
Pledged to Delta Delta Delta on
for
potential leadership to emerge. them are now on display in the show- Friday,
Report
o<f
committee
on
self
studies
Temple
Street
Waterville
Feb. 25 were Louise Mullen,
|
\
Courtesy of Phillips Exeter Bulletin eases of the Life Science Building.
prepared for Ford Foundation.
Barbara Newhall, iBabs Klein , Janet Stebbins, and Sally Fritz .
Fifteen women became new initiates of Chi Omega, on the week
end of February 29. They are as follows : Virginia Angney, Marguerite
Beebe, Cindy Gardner, Nancy Harmon, Carol Hauver, Audrey Hittinger
, Marilyn Howorfch, Robin Hunt"
'" '
""""" J
"
WHAT 'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below , f""
Vim ^a^jAm ^*J^^ <J^
er, Janice Elen , Katherine Knight,
Wilma Lymari, Kay Litchfield, Polly Seely, Janice Vaughn and Ann
Wilcox:
Joan Hagen was recently honored
¦¦> 1
NATIVES ON SAFARI CARRYING
.^Lr
££__
a personal Bridal Shower which
f
\
•at
H ^*l»"iw/ j f/ * ImJ^
SUPPLIES ACROSS DEEP RIVER
S* I
%
was given in the Women's Union by
, several of her friends. Joan was
I
'
fl'
University of Pennsylvania
married this week on Tuesday, in
Bath , Maine. Her husband is Mr.
Ronald Atwood, who has just been
graduated from a training school for
/lUCKy|"~| jet pilots.
I
REAR VIEW OF TINY RABBIT
Aftdfo^^Y
fu»
MUNCHING ON ENORMOUS CARROT
1
J. heighten Crutcher
University of Louisville
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Tired anthropologist relaxing with better-tasting Lucky
|! V \ 'irs rpra^ v J " «
I
[ ^
behind freshly dug-up fossil. No bones about it, Luckies
^ * ^ Jf
^^
i
^ *««i-i_im»*^
1 j
taste better to all sorts of people. College smokers,
for instance, prefer Luckies to all other brands, ac- BfllD MM -mm m ^u sunr.se ¦ \
J
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1
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tMm
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*
•
college
•
,
greatest
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Raymond Speaks
On GOP Tonight

Professor Harold Raymond of the
History Department will speak to
the Library Associates tonight con
cerning the Ono Hundreth Anniversary of tho Republican Party.
His discussion will be concerned
with the problems of giving the biography of a political party and the
factors which contribute ,to the nature of a political party. He will
then approach the main subject
tyhi'db. will bo the major stages
through Which the Republican. Party
has passed from its beginning as an
extremely radical . party up to the
present . In all fairness to Mi\
Raymond and the Republican Party
it should be noted that ho is' a Democrat , The talk will be givon at
7 :45 and refreshments will be served
afterwards.
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The New Puritan
Restaurant, Inc.

V ALL ELECTRIC COOKING
$ Our Kitchen is Opon for
Inspection ' at All Times
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U.S. Will Defend
Nationalist China

Events of this month, are probably of extreme importance in the
"¦warm war" which is- raging in
years as a well-rounded individual
By Anne Mandelbaum
Southeast Asia today. These events
with a general knowledge of and a
have not only Drought new hope to Much ' has been written in the healthy curiosity about the world
the free -world but have shown that ECHO this year deploring the peren- around him then the realm of know,
¦the TJ. S. is strengthening its inter- nial problem of the lack of school
ledge
should
not be bounded . by
national policy.
spirit-^-school spirit at football ox classroom lecture.
"
BUSINESS MANAGER
EDITOR
First of all , the situation in For- basketball games, at all college It is an old cliche that one gets
GEORGE RUDOLPH
REBECCA ROWE
mosa has remained almost quiet up functions, or ®A> any one of -a.num- out of college what one puts into
to now, but can he subject to ber of campus activities. At . the irb, but nevertheless, it's true. ' UnManaging Editor — Richard Davis
Financial Manager — Peter lunder
change at a minute's notice. It risk of harping upon perhaps an fortunately, the opportunities, ofAssistant Financial Managers :—
News Editors — Lois Latimer, Carol Kiger
must be poinsted out that the Na- already overworked subject , I would fered at Colby for the development
Sports Editor — Peter Bogren
Donald Ktipersmith, Ezra Goldberg
tionalist withdrawals have had nc like to take this opportunity to view
Feature Editor — Charles Morrissey
Advertising Manager — Barry Karetnick
effect on the Chinese Communist the problem in general terms.
Art Editor — Peter Prew
Ass't Advertising Manager — Jeanne Arnold
overall objective s. By being allowed I am not suggesting that every
Subscription Manager — Daniel Yarchin
Photography Editor — Peter Byrnes
to take over those small islands it student immediately and unthinkAdvertising Correspondent — Toni Jaffe
Make-up Editor — John Jubinsky
tvas hoped that a cease fere might ingly pattern him'sielf after whomCirculation Managers —
Ass't Makef-up Editor — Judy Merrill
have been arranged; however this ever he considers to be the "big
Copy Editor — Margaret Smith
Diane Jensen, Janet Mittelsdorf
is apparently out of the question wheel" on campus. An individual a
proven by the Communists' action four years at college should aid in
ia the United Nations. Therefore, developing his self reliance and maif the Communists live up to their turity of judgment, and blind conthreats about taking Quemoy and formity in one direction is as bad
Matsu the complexion in this area as in another.
could suddenly become worse. In But education should be an exThere ain't no place for idealists
"Washington there has been no defi- perience of both giving and taking,
In this here world, chile.
nite statement made that we will and in the best tradition of the
Forget your foolish, childish dreams,
• _ / protct these islands ; however, it is liberal arts, should reach far becertain that there will be no Na- yond classes on Monday, WednesAnd try on a few o* them gtfown-up adult schemes tionalist withdrawal as was the case day and Friday f rom eight to eleven
in the Tadhens.
and Tuesday, Thursday and SaturThat's been floatin' roun* here off late.
Moreover , itvis trite we have a day from ten to twelve. If one dedefense agreement with the Nation- fines the ideal educational experiThis ain't no world of flimsy, Jiacy love
alists concrning Formosa and the ence as one in which the college stuAn * fancy things like that no mo'
Continued on Piage Eight
dat emerges at the end of his four
Anne Mandelbaum

De Facts 0' De Matter

....

It sure sounds sort of pretty tho',
Them things you said —
'Bout you-allj gonna save this world
And all that . . . .
You knows, chile, maybe you better keep them
ideals awhile,
And spread 'em wide, an' spread 'em high,
And maybe we (us adults an' us wisened ones)
Will 'sorb 'em by'n'by . . . .
Reach high, chile, think high !
An' maybe we'll all reach an' think
A little higher too . . . .
Soon • . . .
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of a student as a mature individual,

opportunities such as class discussions, the lecture ser
ies, bull.sessions, and participation in campus
activities and organizations—are too
often taken for granted. But disWith Charlie Morrissey
- S cussion periods and campus activities are only as great as student
interest and participation make
The U. S. National Student Association has announced plans to them .
conduct a nation-wide survey of student participation in college pol- Several proposals have been discussed to encourage increased paricy making.
Supported by a grant of $29,400 from the Ford Foundation, the ticipation on. various aspects of camsurvey will send questionnaires to deans of students and student lead- pus life. One suggestion has been
that of compulsory attendance at
ers at about 800 colleges and universities throughout . the United club meetings, with a cut system
States.
already in use by some organizaBelieved to be the most exhaustive study of its kind, the survey tions. Another suggestion is that
will seek to determine the formal and informal powers accorded stu- of a point system whereby each acBy 'n'by.
dents, faculty, administration , trustees and alumni in the operation of tivity or office would carry a certain number of p'oinfas , with the
colleges and universities. Major emphasis will be placed on the number of paints a st udent could
Sussie Griggs, Skidmore College position of student government organization, on campus. Results of
i
accumulate set within a limited
together
report
this
fall
this
survey
are
expected
to
be
published
in
a
range . This would ia theory limit
,
The editorial column of a college newspaper may be an unusual
a
stu dent from becoming tied up in
place to be quoting poetry, especially that of an amateur writer from with a limited number of booklets outlining the role of students in so many activities that he could do
Skidmore College, but this poem seems to be very appropriate at the specific areas of college policy making.
none of them to the b est of his
ROTG OATHS
present time.
. \
ability, (b) would encourage more
The Wisconsin chapter of the American Association of University people to participate in activities as
It's rather ironic that a freshman far removed from Colby could
Professors urged here recently that the present ROTG loyalty affi- there would be more opportunities
so aptly point a finger at the weakest spot of our campus philosophy.
Continued on Page Eight
davit be abandoned , in a resolution adopted at a meeting on the UniFor this is exactly what this poem does and in such a direct and frank
versity of Wisconsin campus. In its, place, the resolution suggested
way that each one of us ' should take a precious minute or two to sit
substitution of "a simple, affirmative declaration of loyalty to the
down and honestly think about the situation.
Constitution of the United States." Main' criticism lies in its third
Here we are at a liberal arts school and for what purpose? The object ion:
stock answer to this question is "To get an education , of course." It is an instrument which limits the student's freedom to associate,
But the whole problem is that by "education" the majority of stu- to learn, and to seek the truth by testing all sorts of ideas.
Dear 'Editor :
dents mean, a degree which will enable them to get a higher salary in
While showing a visiting Indian
CUT SYSTEM
lecturer from Bowdoin around the
their chosen field of endeavor; That is all fine and good and I wish
Trinit y is the scene of a hot debate between faculty and students,
these people every success and dollar that they earn. But there is concerning new restrictions placed upon the students. A Committee library this week I happened to
stop in front of a poster advertising
something else much more vital to be gained from a college educa - on Administration decides what penalty to inflict on .the overcutting his talk . He, his wife, and I saw
tion that too many students are missing. That "something" I choose senior.
the words "and Yogi" which had
to call idealism and a realization of its importance in the world today.
The fact that the new cut system places such a large amount of boon written in afiber tho title of
Altogether too little time is spent on outside reading and discus- discretion in' the hands of individual faculty members appeared to be his lecture. Fortunately, tho poster was not insulting, but ho ' comsion that is not directly concerned with class assignments. There arc one of tb.e primary objections to the plan.
men t ed glibly on. it at the time, callall sorts of clubs and groups on campus concerned with sports, govBOOK EXCHANGE
ing it an "example of American huerning bodies and , hobbies but those directly relating to art, philosoWilliams came through with the fine id ea of in stitut ing a book mor. " Iwter, however, both stuphy, history, in short the humanities, are conspicuous by their absence. exchange system whereby those n ew textbooks wouldn't t ake such a dents and faculty wore embarrassed
And it is in these groups that ideals and the so-called "pipe d reams" large amount of the studen t s' funds. Williams' method is centered when ho commented on it again during his lecture.
are formulated.
around selling old books f or studen t s who give them to the exchange. This lecturer was a guest of ColTins does not mean, that people should get t ogeth er f or the express Who wants to start one?.
by College and of the International
purpos e of. sitting down and thinking elevated thoughts. Such ideas
Relations Club. Ho came here to
. ,
THE COLBY ECHO, NOV. 24, 1943
are not inspired by forcing them. They must come naturally and , Congress met in a joint session Thursday to hear Secretary of State speak as a representative of a nafor the m ost par t, spon t aneously, and at the present time there are Hull report on the Moscow Pact. This event was significant j it was tion with whom we aro friends. I
suppose that there is something in
vfcry few, if any, outlets f or su ch ideas on the Colby campus.
the first time that a cabin et m ember has ever spoken from1 the floor humian nature to make people write
It is up to the present group of college students to provide the mod- of Congress. When Mr. Hull paid tribute to the astute leadership on posters, and. sometimes the comels and leadership in the next few years in a world situation that is and statesmanship of Premier Stalin, our Senators and our Repre- ments can be veryiimnjr . But often
one of the tensest and most unsettled in history, In order to do tin's sentatives applauded and with emphasis. This applause, I believe, bhoy aire notj and ban cause hard
'; ,
adequatel y, :we must rely upon more than facts and statistics,, There is significan t.1 It means that our representatives endorse Soviet peace feelings .
'
• Sincerely yours,
must be a spark;of. realism to provide the incentive and tlie determi- aims, and that they will cooperate with the Soviet Union to build an
7, ; Ajikvo Mondblbaiun
nation to carry out this task.
in ternational , way of lif e founded on economic and: political democChairman International
Relations dub
: R. J. R. racy." . . . . That's all!!
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Letter To

The Editor...

To Name Danee Club Plans !Science Faculty Vise Pres. Eustis
March Prod uction !Study New Fact Ifisits California
\ COC Newsletter
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| Contest
j

St. Armand 's
Barbe r Shop
3 BAR BERS

Phone 1727-W
37 Temple St., Waterville

The Modern Dance Club will preA prize of one COC membership
I
|
sent
its third annual production on
for the duration of the winner's coli
?X* ___M«_»04__KHB_M«__H}« --W«a»D__WM ^^
Thursday
evening, March 17, at 8 :15
lege years will be awarded for an
in
the
Women
's Union.
appropriate name for the COC news
<%wra n iB-iin —¦n—ioi —imiin y—.o<-_.aiii_ iii_-Q«_» iji
This "year's performance entitled
II For the Finest in Supplies ! i|'letter which is published tri-annu- "Kaleidoscope
," is to consist of
ally. The winning suggestion will
be selected by the Katahdin Coun- two parts. Duets, quartets, and an
W. W. BERRY & CO. ! cil. Suggestions should he present- interpretation of a poem set to muI
STATIONERS
f ed to any officer of the Council be- sic composed by Mr. Peter Re, will
§ Carrying a complete line of
S fore Tuesday, Jtfarch 15, when the be included in the first half of the
program . "Down in .the,Valley" by
name will be chosen.
I Office and Student Equipment |
Katahdin Council elections for Kurt Wiell, will be: interpreted by
TRY
US
SOON!
|
|
new members will be held on Tues- the Club for the , second half of the
day, March 8. From approximate- program. About thirty girls will
170 Main Street
j
I
ly 35 nominees, 20 new members of participate in this light operetta
Maine
I
I Waterville
based on a tragic love affair.
will be elected.
i
i theAtCouncil
The choreography has been done
a recent meeting, Bud Bates by
the members of the Club, under
was elected president of th Ski Dithe supervision of Miss Alice D'vision of the Outing dub. He will
f*?
? be
Amelio, Girls' Physical Education
'
I* assisted by Fred Moorhouse as Instructor.
president. Dave Burke as -sec:< Rollins - Dunham Co. & vice
retary,
and Fred Brown a,s treas.
4 urer. The
*
Ski Division will hold
%
I*
?f;
HARDWARE
4 its next meeting on Wednesday,
%
T March 9, at 6 :30 in the COC room.
4
HOUSEWARES
% Any Colby students interested in
T
*?*
skiing are invited to attend.
WESTINGHOUSE
$
%
Sem. 1, 1954->55
The Outing Club is holding an
¦
??
t
pres.
last
frat.
'
av
APPL IANCES
X
t* allrcollege supper at the COC lodge 1 1 I/CA
77.51
T
-?_» on Thursday, March 10. Check the 2
KDK,
5
76.91
?•
v
V
»*?
COC bulletin board for information 3
4
TDP
76.61
4
2
PDT
76.1!
on transportation and prices.
5
7
3>KE
75.81
6
6
2P
75.6!
7
3
ATO
75.31
S U P E R S H I R T ! 8 8 DU
73.4
All Men
74.41
LAUNDR Y
All Fraternity ' 75.91
j
j
Non-Fraternity 72.9'
,
pres.
last
sor.
DRY
CLEANE
RS
av
j
j
1
2
ADP
79.4!
166 - 158 Main Street
I 2 1 DDD
$i Bachelor Bundle Service
79.31
t
Gives the Colby Student
3
3
SK
78.9'
SHOE REPAIRING and DYING
4
4
CO
77.U
Qualit y Service - One Day Service I 74A ELM ST.
TEL . 1834 j
All Women 78.81
For your convenience will deliver
' All Sorority 78.7!
j
j
Non-Sorority 78.9(
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When the stag-line wolves rush
you r delectable date. .. ,
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Vice President Arthur Galen Eustis recently traveled to California
in connection with the estate of the
late Merton I/. Miller, Colby graduate of the Class of 1890. The Colby
Library bears his name.
. Certain bequests were made to the
College by Mir. Miller including his
home in Pacific Palisades and various furnishings from this home. The
problem of settling Mr . Miller's estate is a very complicated one, particularly in the Philippine Islands,
and because of certain differences in
interpreting the contents of the will.
A large part of Mr. Eustis' time
was spent in conference with lawyers, tax experts,~"&£ecut©rs and real
estate men. The furnishings coming to the College, and Mr. Miller's
library, have now been packed and
are on their way to Colby. ,. To the
extent needed, the furnishings will
be used to equip the Miller Lounge
in Foss Hall, named for Mr. Miller 's
wife. Mr. Miller's library will be
examined by our library officials
and books not wanted by ihe library
will be given to various fraternity
libraries , with the greatest7 number
going to Mr. Miller's own fraternity.
In addition to Mr . Miller's estate,
the College is residuary legatee under Mrs. Miller's will and oonsidrable time was spent in the settlement of this estate.
Mr. Eustis calld on a considerable
number of alumni and friends of
the College, and hopes that'it will
be possible in the future to have . a
representative of the College visit
the Pacific Coast at least once
every two years.

piano recital Sunday evening, Mar.
6, as another in the series of informal monthly gatherings at the
home of President Bixler. Mr. Re,
who has been a member of the faculty for four years, will play selections from Brahms, Chopin , Bach
and Debussey, introducing each selection by a short tadk on the composer and some of the important
characteristics of his music. Included in the program will be Rhapsody in B Flat Minor, Number I ,
Opus 79, and two; Interaietzos, one
in C Major , the other in B Flat
Minor by Brahms ; and from the
works of Chopin , Nocturne will be
rendered. A number of very difficult and contrapunta preludes and will present some of the dissonant
fuges of Ba,ch will follow. In bring- and modern sounding works of Deing the evening to a close, Mr. Re bussey.
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WATERVILLE FRUIT & PRODU CE CO.

Sanger Avenue

Musical Evening
Features Mr. Re

Fraternity and
associate professor of muSorority Averages sic,•Colby's
Mr. Peter Re, will present a

I*

*

Facuty Science Club is an organization sponsored by the Science
Department which holds weekly
meetings to discuss latest scientific
developments. Under the chairmanship of Dr. Donaldson Koons, the
group presented Professor Kembell
of the Physics Department of Harvard last semester". In addition ,
discussions were held on the mechanics of slopes and development in
that field , on the soluibility of
corks in water, and on certain geographica distributions of crayfish.
Recently, 'in a special luncheon
meeting, the Faculty .Science Club
heard Averill lecturer, Dr. Dobzansky, geneticist, of the Zoology Department of Clumbia University.
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| For 'plane and steamship
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reserva tions — Call 261

Walter J. P. Day
205 MAIN STREET
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Colby Students ! — For Delicious Food
At Reasonable Prices Visit

THE

ELMS

TEMPLE STREET

RESTAURANT

WATERVILLE
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But you 're the guy she steps
out to have a cigarette with...
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that' s
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For more p ure ple asu re... SMOMCE CAJMEL&F

No other cigarette is so rich-tastin g
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P«S. No
of other brcind has ovei - boen able to match the pure pleasur e In Camel' s ©x cluslvQ
blend
costly tobaccos I That 's why Camels are America 's most popular cigarette !
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It. J. Jloynolda Tobnooo Co,. Wlnilon^nlom, N. 0. .',
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Colb y Plays Importan t
Role In CobumY Past
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By George Castell

On the night of February 22nd, Tuesday, Colby students coming
out-of the Field House, after a Freshman basketball game, saw an
orange glow in the sky-coming frorn the center of Waterville. Many

hurried downtown, to join thousands of others who were watching
the fire that was destroying the classrooms and library of the Coburn
,
Classical Institute.
To the majority of students, Coburn was nothing but a sombre
looking, brick building, on Elm- Street—giving the appearance that
it had been there for a good many years. Few realized its relationship with Colby, which has existed from the time that Coburn, in
1820, was established as an adjunct to the Maine Literary and Theological Institute (now Colby) until now, when Dean Nickerson and
Dean Marriner, both on the Coburn Board of Trustees, sat down
just a few days ago to decide the fate of their school.
Coburn was founded in 1820 as the Latin Grammar School. The
reason :f Colby was only two years old itself and its greatest need was
for students qualified for admission. To fill that need, Colby, then
known as the Maine Literary and Theological Institute, opened the
school, on the land that is now occupied by the Hotel Elmwood, to
supply the college with students. (It was said in the late 1800' s that
without what is now Coburn, this college would have collapsed for
want of undergraduates Three fifths of this college's students came
the donor company under the following conditions : The college sefrom the school during that period.) The school's first years were
lects either an outstanding youngsuccessful. As a result the college trustees voted to take means to
man or woman, as specified by the
erect another building for the Grammar School. They granted a
company, who needs financial aid
sum of $300.00. " A year later the land on which Coburn now stands
Roberts Union Colby College is the first college to receive the scholarship bearing
was given to the college. In its new building when the new building On March 5, 1955,the Montgomery in Maine to announce that it will the company's v name. Preference
will be the scene of
was completed , the name of the school changed to the Waterville Interscholastic Speaking Contest. introduce the "Corporate Scholar- can be given to students residing in
Academy, and its opening in 1829 stirred almost as much interest for From secondary schools in Maine, ship Plan" next term. This plan a particular town, city, country or
those times as the moving of Colby to its new campus did during the New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- was initiated at the suggestion of area.
different companies
past decade. Waterville Academy was to feel the influence of many chusetts and New York will come a group of businessmen who wanted To date eight
Literature per- to give deserving students from have given $700 for a scholarship in
distinguished personalities. Besides Dr. Jeremiah Chaplin , first the contestants.
taining to this contest is distributed high schools and preparatory schools their names. Among the first compresident of Colby, there was Elizah Parish Lovejoy, in whose honor among "the high school, principals in an opportunity to obtain a college panies to contribute is the Hussey
the annual convocation is given, and Louise Coburn.
Manufacturing Co., of North Berthe New England area. However, education.
only
one
contestant
is
permitted
to
For each corporate gift of $700 wick, Maine. (Other participating
For ten years, the Academy was the- principal supplier of students
from
each
school.
enter
the
contest
Colby College wil award a full-tu- companies will be announced in th&
for the college. It had no financial foundation however, and it start.
ed to run into difficulties. The school's management was in t he hands According to precedent the • con- ition scholarship in the name of near future.
of college trustees and the burden on the college was so great that testants will be divided into three
sections. In these sections the preftSj WjtW- ' ..
J_wtH»s ^wik
they couldn 't give much attention . to the school. The school suf- liminary contests will be held at
fered financially unil some of the leading citizens went to the aid two o'clock in the afternoon. Three
of the school and proposed the idea that a board of trustees made judges, probably members of the
up of citizens could devote more time to the running of the school. Oolby faculty, will the provided for
Colby partially released its control. The school struggles on-—endur- each of these sections. From each
of these groups three winners will
ing, but never being able to entirely get itself on a financiall y sound be elected, who will participate in
basis.
the finals at 8 o'clock.
Por this
event
there
will
be
five
judges.
Just before the fire on Tuesday night, the Cobum Trustees were

Oolb y Announ ces
In R. U. Tonight Scholarsh ip Pla n
Speaking Contest

|\ ' Jf $Wr itv

considering a bold plan to trim expenses. They were thinking of
demolishing the costl y-to-ma.inia.in old school building. The site
would prob ably have been used as a tennis court. Thayer Hall, used
only as a dorm until this week, would be converted into a "modern,
practical and functional school house." A new dorm would have
been erected on a piece of property which has been willed to Coburn
for the purpose.

All addresses must be six to eight
minutes in length and original in
nature. Suitable pecuniary rewards will be offered in the form of
prizes—First prize $100 ; Second
prize $50 ; Third prize $25.

On Saturday evening a banquet
will be held at Roberts Union for
The Board of Trustees, of which Dean Nickerson and Dean Mar- tho contestants, their coaches and
riner are a part , had neither decided nor done anything on this plan guests. Representing the faculty
of Oolby College will be President
when the fire in Coburn forced the moving of classes into a lower
Bixler, and representing the stuflbor of Thayer Hall. Possibl y, the fire will hasten action on the plan ; dent body will be Richard Magil,
possibly the trustees now have something altogether different in mind. both of whom will address the group.
(The Inter-fraternity Council on Campus has also arranged to have This annual affair , which has been
this year's Freshman pled ges spend altogether 500 hours of work in featured ait Oolby for over twentyimproving the living, and teaching conditions of Thayer Hall. In five years, is being conducted under
any event, it is significant that they are planning for a fu ture school. the auspices of Professor Rollins.
Assisting , him in this task is Mr.
Just three years ago tthe're were many thoughts of abandoning the
Witham, and the public relations
school ; now there are only thoughts of making it prosper. One thing and the administration offices of
is certain, Coburn is destined to survive.
the college. .

TARDIF JEWELER
Watorv illo 's
Stoning Headquarters
Agent for
• Towle —- Gorham —- Wallace
International — Lunt
Rood and Barton — Heirloom

PARK'S DINER
!

Where Quality, Service

¦
)
j
j
I

and
Cleanliness Prevail

Since;,this event attracts considerably , interest in the New England
area, it serves to heighten ,the prestige of Oolby. Many . enthusiastic
s letters aro received from coaches
and students,
j
I

DIAMB RI'S

'
Ma,n Stroot
y
j I Excellent Meals for the Student )
Watorv lllo
Maino
j J at a price ho can afford to pay!!
Open Day and Night
I {Italian Sandwiches & Spaghetti j
Watorvlllo j
j Main Stroot
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There Ain 't No Color
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WATERVILLE , MAINE
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You'd make it the BRAND NEW Arrow Gabanaro.
Brand new, is right. Gabanaro. gives you wonderful sportshirt softness in a year-round weight of rich rayon gabardine.
And every one of these fine shirts has the famed Arafpld collar ;
that stays neat and fresh-looking, day after day.
Got yourself the"new Gabanaro. They come in a wide range
of colors... in your exact alcove len gth and collar size.
The moment you experience Gabanaro'sflawless fit,you'll know
why ho maa would go through , 4 years of college without one.
And , Gabanaro ia only $5.95. ;
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Football Boys To Mules End Season
Re p ort Ma rch 7 With Clean Slate

The Colby basketbal team made
Spring football will begin for all it a clean sweep in State Series compotential football players on Mon- petition with an impressive 89-67
day, March 7. The first workout on victory over the University of Maine
that day will be from 7 :0O P. M. to at the JTieldhouse last Monday night
,
8 :30. Candidates will pick up their before a packed house of enthusiasequipment that afternoon at the tic fans.
fie'ldhouse. The schedule of workouts for the remainder of the week For the Mules, it marked a sucwill be as follows : Tuesday, Wed- cessful ending to a fine season in
nesday from 2-3 :30 P.M. Thursday which Colby compiled a 18-6 record.
the workout will be in the evening Perhaps even more impressive was
again, from 7-8 :30 P. M. Friday the fact that the win over Maine
the workout will be in the afternoon gave the Mules a perfect 9-0 record
versus State Series opponents.
from 2-3 :30.
All candidates for the team, are The game was the farewell appearrequested to be at their sessions as ance for two seniors, Captain Lou
they are important in determining Zambello and Dino Sirakides, who
what will be available for next fall. have given so much to Colby basketbal during their four years here.
As for the game itself , Colby was
pressed for the first three or four
minutes but pulled ahead steadily
and maintained a comfortable lead
throughout the remainder of the
The ski team came up with an- contest. For Colby the scoring was
other improved performance last well divided with Captain Zambello
week end in the State Series at Oro- coming up with 17 points in his finno. The Mazemen came in second al game to lead the Mule scorers.
to a powerful University of Maine Bruns had 16 points and Bob Rayteam but . finished ahead of arch- mond and Dave "Van Allen came
rival Bowdoin .
up with 14 points apiece.
For
Bruns shoots against U. of Main e. Looking on are , left to right , Zambello, Raymond, Van Allen, and, As has been the case throughout Maine, Pete Kostacopoiilos led the
the current season, Bud Bates was scorers with 15 points and. Mike
partiall y hidden b y Maine guard s, Zirakodies.
.
•
the key guu in the Colby attack Polese had 13 points .
landing a third in the slalom, a fifth
in the downhill, a sixth in the cross
country, and an eighth in the jumping event. As a result of such a
fine performance • m the various
The Intramural Athletic Council events, Bates was awarded the Skihas announced plans for a wide va- meister Award, symbol of the best The state championship Colby
riety of activities .during the balance overall performance in the meet. basketball team made it eight in a
of the winter season. Ping pong, a Also showing up well for the Maze- row over Maine competition this
Now that the basketball , hockey and skiing seasons have come to new sport on the intramural calen- men were Dick Magill, Pete Hus- season with a 67-63 victory over the
an end for another year, we find ourselves in the annual period of dar , gets underway this week with sey, Jake Durant, Rollie Sherman Bates Bobcats at Lewiston last Saturday night .
relative competition until late in March, when the baseball team all eight fraternities entering a and Andy Johnson.
five man team. League B in bas- The Ski team has come a long As has been tha case in most of
makes its yearly trip down South. During this respite the winter ketball is nearing the final games
way since its first meet of the sea- the games the Mules have engaged
sports participants get a much deserved chance to relax while the base- and the climax will be the cham- son at Lyndonville as witnessed by in on foreign courts, Colby was
ball, tennis, outdoor track and golf candidates buckle down to the pionship games between the winners its second place finish in the last hard pressed and the victory was in
of League A and League B. Bowl- two meets and Mr. Maze and his doubt right up to the final whistle.
job of getting ready for the coming season.
ing
is under way at the Metro Al- men are to be congratulated for This was the big game for Bob
Before dropping the winter sports for another year, I think it
leys for those fraternities sponsor- their fine showing.
Raymond, who tossed in a total of
might be well to look ahead to next year and see what next season ing teams in the round-robin league
.
29 points for a seasonal high for
holds in store for Colby athletes.
Wrestling and swimming meets have
Following
the Colby hoopsters.
Coach Lee Williams will again have a solid nucleus of returning also been planned for the men's diRaymond were guard Chaiilie Twigg
with 12 points and Capt. Lou Zamlettermen around which to mold his team. Missing from this year's vision. Volleyball will follow basketball
as
soon
as
the
basketball
league
belo
with 10 points. For Bates,
squad will be Captain Lou Zambello and Dino Sirakides. Returning
is over.
freshman
Johnny Mantiega was the
will be seniors Dave Van Allen, "Jut" Cross, Bob Raymond, Bob
Fraternities are urged to get top point getter, coming up with 24
Bruns, Rube Rice and Don Dunbar, along with juniors Charlie; Twigg Here is the outline of activities thoir volleyball teams organized and points.
for the present or soon to take place :
and Bob Lombard. Also up next year for a crack at the varsity will Basketball League B championship have practice sessions before the Tempers were on edge throughout
be such men from the freshman team as John Edes, "Chick" Mar- game, March 5; bowling at Metro league starts.
the tense contest and several skirAl games are to be played in the mishes occured but cooler heads
chetti, Dick Campbell, Larry Cudmore and George Denneen. Judg- Bowling Alleys, league started Febfield house on the' small floor. All prevailed and nothing more serious
ruary 18; ping pong, league starting by such personnel, the outlook couldn 't be brighter !
games are scheduled for afternoons developed. Bates thus ended its
Colby's hockey team, operating on its new rink next year, . will ed February 25; wrestling tryouts at 4 :00 P.M.
season with a rather discouraging
March 1 and 2 and championship Wed. Mar. 9
Tau Dolts vs DU record of 6-13 and a record in the
lose its two scoring threats for the past year, Dick McKeage and matches March
3; swimming meet
Independents vs DKE State Series competition of 2-7.
George Haskell. However, returning will be seniors Vollmer, Mor- at the Boys' Club Pool , March 23;
Fri. Mar . 11
Zetos vs ATO
rissey, Brown, Clapp, Dunn , Berry and Bogren along with juniors and volleyball league starts March
Dolts vs DU
Phi
Hall, Van Gestel and Vigue. Up from the freshman ranks will be 8.
Tues. Mar. 14 Tau Delts vs Ind.
Bishop, Megathlin , Stetson and Reinmund.
All intramural activities will be
Phi Delts vs KDR
awarded
points
toward
the,
all-year
Tuos.
Mar.
15
LOA vs Phi Delts
The ski team will have its entire team returning with much resting
round
point
system
for
tho
Alden
Tau Delts vs DKE
next year, as was the case this year, on the shoulders of Bud Bates.
Cecil Sprague Trophy. Medals will Fri . Mar. 18
Zetos vs Ind. Intramural Basketball
.
League
The fact that these lists of names seems lengthy goes t6 show the bo
awarded to the winners in the
ATO v s LOA Standing as of March 26:
calibre and quantity of manpower that will be available come next wrestling and swimming meets.
Mon . Mar. 21
DU vs KDR
PC
W
L
winter.
>
The members of tlio Intramural Wed. Mar. 16
KDR vs LOA ATO
6
0 1000
DU vs DKE DKE
6
0 1000
But now spring is approaching and we must look ahead to the Athletic Council who are working on,
the organization and conduct of the
Ind.
vs
Phi
Dolts
LOA
5
1
.830
ensuing season and hope that Colby will continue to be successful in
intramural leagues are as follows : Tues. Mar, 22 Tau Dolts vs Zetos KDR
3
2
.600
her athletic endeavors. During these next three weeks will be deter- LOA, Richard Summers j ATO Nate
Phi Dolts vs DKE DU
,
2
2
.500
mined, to a large extent, whether the impending campaign will be Miller ; DU, Dave. Palmer; DKE, Wed. Mar. 23
KDR vs ATO Phi Dolts
1
3
.250
crowned with success or with mediocrity. Although you will be hear- Bruce McParland ; Zetes, Darroll
DU vs LOA Tau Dolts
1 4
.200
1
6
.167
ing less, of athletics for' a while, as far as the coming season is con- Downing ; Phi Delts, Ronnie Dar- , Balance of schedule to bo posted Zetes
rooh ; KDR, Dick Huart ; Tau Dolts, aft er sp ring vacation .
0
7
.000
Indies
,
cerned , this is the most important , time of the year.
Richard Afoedon j
Indies, Di ck Six mon shall constitute each team All games should bo played prior
on the floor in competition .
to Saturday, March 5.
nounced that an all-collogo dinner Olough.
Substitutes may enter nb any I'inal championship gamo bewill bo hold again this year in tho
timo when tho ball is dead .
tween winnor of Leaguo A and of
•Tlio Oolby Collogo Newman Club Field House, on Mar. 29 . The re:
A
gamo
shall
bo
won
by
tho
first
League B will bo played Saturday
suits
of
various
elections
rewill
bo
is sponsoring its second lecture in
team
scoring
16
points.
timo,
vealed
at
that
afternoon , March 5 at two o'clock;
its series on marriage Sunday, Mar .
_
All
games
at
14-14
\vill
bo
played
<_ l ¦
it
.u
0 . Tho lodtu ro is entitled ''The Philuntil, ono team lias a two point ad- arts of tho Midd l e Agos from whi ch
osophy of Love and Marriage " and
Tho JIangout Committee will pre- Tho liberal arts comprise tho 6nvantage. Two but of throe gamop our educational system Originated
will, bo hold at 6;45-i_*.,.M,r in : tho sent , tho Aleic Guinea s movio, Lav- iti rp |^jg o of ,
intollocfcual
.da'
were grammar , rhetoric, logic ';.liirjth:s
m^n
Smith Loungo of tho WAmpii'^ Uii- i ondor Hill Mkiib on Wednesday, Mar. tivJtyf .iiaiil^ing|^ip liumanitios, tlie will bo playocJUto .idp.c laroia winner. motie, geometry, astronomy'" '.'. ' and
¦ ' - '' '
' '
. ,
'°n. '
0 at 6 :45 P, M. in tho Avorill Audi- social saiorioos , ; and ' the , natural now, that aoiontif^o studios have music. A proper liberal education
v .Yi'
torium of the Koyos Building. Ad- sciences. It' is imperative to' re- always boon at\ integral part of, lib- today will bo as much concerned
Oap and,Gown and Blue Koy an- mission , is 25 cents .
member , and novor more ; so than oral education . Tho mvon liberal
Continued on Pogo Eight
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Ma rch Activities
Plan ned By IAS

Colby Nips Bates

As Tempers Flare

Fra ternities Plan
VolleybT Tourne y

ATO, DKE Lead

Hoopster League
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Liberal Education
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W. A. A. Mews

are determined by factors peculiar solution lies within ourselves as from other coastal regions. Second- gression in an area which is politito its own geographical location. members of the' college community. ly, there is the question whether the cally unstable, militarily weak, and
Courtesy of Pres. E. Wilson Lyon
Chinese Communists will , have Mos- economically poor. A populous area
The University of Maine's WoPomona College
U. S. WILL DEFEND
cow assurance of assistance in case with huge strategic raw materials
men's Athletic Association acted as
< Continued from Page Four
of war, assistance hot voiced by but lacking the machinery to use
DEVELOP
SELF-RELIANCE
hostesses at -a, college play day at
Pescadores . Yet this defense agree- just the propaganda facilities of this wealth. Moreover, this treaty
Continued
from
Page
Four
Oron. inviting representatives of
ment could easily be, expended to Moscow but instead the use of Rus- gives protection to .various states
Colby, Bates, and Maine. Those two ideas,,they are two suggestions include Quemoy and .
Matsu. Once sian planes and submarines against who were subject to fa possible infor
the
solutions
of
one
of
the
from Colby who attended were Carol
this
step
is
taken
onry
time will tell the 7th fleet. Thus, the decision vasion at the time of the signing.
many
aspects
of the general probAnn Cobb, El'lie Fortenbaugh, Joan
whether
the
Communists
are willing remains with the Kremlin whether In summary, these developments
lem
of
profiting to the most of one's
Fulcher , Ellie Gray, Dot Greento
risk
war.
The
value
of
these is- the control of this area is important have proven one apparent feeling of
man, Audrey Hifctinger, Lucia John- ability from four years of college.
lands
materially
is
insi
gnificant
but enough to start a world war.
Washington to the world. That is,
son, Jan Kimball, Joan King," Lois The solution to the general lack of
the
strategic
value
The second area .that has come this Administration under Eisenis
important
participation
cannot
be
superimMacomber, Mary Ann Papalia , Jo
since these islands lie right on Tei- into the news is the signing ¦ in hower has shown, that the United
Raffay, Janice Thomson, Sheila posed , however. It is a problem ping
Bangkok of a Southeast Asia de- States has again taken the initiative
's doorstep.
Tunnock, Janet Butler and Miss which should concern every individ,
ual on campus, and therefore the Last of all, there are two import- fense treaty. This is a treaty com- to prevent any new : crisises by'the
D'Amelio, as the faculty advisor.
answer must come from the student ant developments which stem from mitting each one of the members to use of America's determination to
• The three colleges take turns at
intervene at the invitation of a sig- fight. This is a determination that
these playdays and it is up to them body itself . This is OUR college this crisis. The first • is the fact
life
that
the
Communists
Colby
College
and
its
facili.
-have achieved atory, to prevent, subversion , and we, of the free world, can rely upon
to selecit the sports they wish to
ties
offer
a
the
objective
of
no
wide
variety
of
activilonger being to aid each other in bolstering the no matter what Peiping claims,
play. Tolleyball and bowling were
ties
intellectual
harassed.by
Chiang
whajt Moscow threatens and ' what,
and social, in
's forces. This economics in the area.
chosen for the two main events.
Furthermore
SEATO
sets
tip
,
the
which
the
individual's outlook can in itself is a victory for Peiping since
ever the new Kremlin bosses' "tough
The Bates girls stopped at Oolby
bulwark to prevent Communist ag- policy " will be.
expa/nd
and
grow
they
are
now
able
in
depth.
But
the
to
deploy
troops
for our representatives and were
given coffee and donuts before start%y *mW+mmv*aamo *m
mw*mawamBm<iwm +a ^mm>Q *mQm
m-Qmm-amB
ing on up to Bangor. The playday
j Friday - Saturday • March 4 - 5
"Good Shoes for
1
Double Featur e
commenced in Bangor at the bowl- i
ing alleys where two of Colby 's repColle ge Men and Women "
Starts Thursday - March 10th
resentatives placed in tthe morning
f
—
plus
STARTS
SUNDAY
'
|
—
I
Bing Crosby
tournament . Mary Ann Papalia
j
!/!
G
A
L
L
E
R
T
'TREASURE
OF
I
Walt
Disney
s
{
RUBY
j
HILLS'
Grace
Kelly
William
Holden
'
|
came in first with a high score of
"20,000 LEAGUES
"CO UNTRY GIRL"
j j Sunday - Wedn esday - March 6-7
SHOE S T O R E t |
98 for one string and die also placed
j
f j
UNDER THE SEA"
Ruth Eoman
The Picture with ,
g
first in the total two string score.
j I James Stewart
51 Main Street
Corrinne Calve't
2 |
Seven Academy Nominations
j | In tCinemmcopG and Color
|
Carol Ann Cobb placed third . The i
Kirk Douglass I 1
"T H E FAR COUNTRY"
Best Picture of 1954
1
|j James Mason
girls then went up to Orono where
Waterville
Maine
I
Where
S
Paul
Lucas
Peter
gold is <the lure and the Best Actor • Best Screen Play §
Lorre
!
I
they had a dhicken dinner, followed
WE EXTEND CREDIT
Mat: All Seats 50c
I j
jj I fanciest •woman in Dawson 'is for Best Actress Best Art Direction |
by the afternoon tourney of volleyj | Eve : All Seats
70c
| \. the taking (Color by Technicolor) Best Director Best Photography g
ball. The teams had representatives I
C* V <*C«W — 0<--M Mi0*ama>0<Bam *^+mmW^mha *mm<HMMmHfU
1-Of -N)_ i »0<_-^ P-«_P_>P-----»D^--»O4-_^0<----KIMB_K> ^--»<H----H»%
of all three 'colleges so there would
be no feeling of school competition.
In order to accomodate the large
group an volleyball, they had a four
court volleyball game which was
something new -to <the Colby girls.
This was followed by a, round robin
volleyball tournament.
Tlie next playday will be held on
April 30th at Baltes College.
m
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LIBERAL EDUCATION

Uontinued rrom i"a/ge beven
with science as tit is with literature,
history or music.
. Each of the more than 1800 colleges and universities of America
deals to some extent with liberal education , but this is the sole business of the independent liberal arts
colleges which constitute America's
historic and distinctive institutional
contribution to higher education in
the Western World. While the
ultimate objectives of all good liboral arts colleges are the same, the
method and emphasis of each college
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SUNDAY - MONDAY
Jack Webb
" DRAGNET"
Robert Taylor
" ROGUE COP"

I TUESD AY - WEDNESDAY
in Cinemascope and Color
j
"RING OF FEAR"
j
Boatty
Pat O'Brien
Clyde
]
2nd
Color
Hit
—
|—
I Stewart Granger
Eliz. Taylor
I
"BEAU B R U M M E L L "
John Robert Powers, Creator of the Powers
Girls: ','1 think L&M's filter is far superior to
the .others, Great smoke... wonderful flavor,"
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No filter compares
STANDS OUT FOR EFF ECTI VE
with L&M' s Miracle Tip for quality or effectivenes s
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FILTRATION.
STANDS OUT FOfc FLAVOR. The pure , white Miracle Tip draws
easy, lets you enjoy all the taste. ,
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Patricia Morison , M ue lcnl Comed y 'S tow "I
lovo L«M Filtera. Never dreamed a filter cigatone could filter so thoroug hl y, yot tnstoBo goodl"
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TOBACCOS
low
nicotine
FOR
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toba ccos, L&M tobaccos... Light and Mild.
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